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Artisanal wine producers, worried about the impact of these "inferior" products on the reputation of their
wines, created a system of regional appellation labeling to reform the industry in their favor by linking
quality to the place of origin. At the same time, the loss of Algeria, once the world’s largest wine exporter,
forced the industry to rethink wine production. Over several decades, appellation producers were joined by
technocrats, public health activists, tourism boosters, and other dynamic economic actors who blamed
cheap industrial wine for hindering efforts to modernize France. Today, scholars, food activists, and wine
enthusiasts see the appellation system as a counterweight to globalization and industrial food. But, as The
Sober Revolution reveals, French efforts to localize wine and integrate into global markets were not
antagonistic but instead mutually dependent. The time-honored winemaking practices that we associate
with a pastoral vision of traditional France were in fact a strategy deployed by the wine industry to meet
the challenges and opportunities of the post-1945 international economy. France’s luxury wine producers
were more market savvy than we realize.
Hugh Johnson's Pocket Wine - Hugh Johnson 2006-08
Hugh Johnson has won a legion of fans with his keen ability to make the sometimes complex topic of wine
wonderfully lucid—and every year, his popular pocket guide is a bestseller. That makes it number one in
the market. Here, in it’s 30th anniversary year, he has completely revised and updated this classic, offering
more current news than ever on over 6,000 wines, growers, and regions, along with up-to-the-minute
vintage information, recommended wines (including budget options), and star ratings. With this book in
hand, wine lovers won’t need anything else to help them select anything from a bottle for an everyday
dinner to a prestige vintage for investment. A new section showcases Johnson’s special, personal choices,
and there are plenty of quick-reference maps, charts, and fact boxes for a little extra guidance.
Functional Approach to Professional Discourse Exploration in Linguistics - Elena N. Malyuga 2020-08-16
This book presents research into various types of professional discourse through the prism of the functional
linguistics approach. Focusing mainly on practical aspects of speech, the book discusses various topics,
such as structural, semantic, cognitive and pragmatic characteristics of professional discourse,
argumentation strategies, humour in professional discourse, and word-building processes. It also highlights
communicative effectiveness methods in professional discourse. Offering new ideas and discussing the
latest findings, the book is intended for researchers, lecturers and professionals in the field.
Frontline and Factory - Roy MacLeod 2007-05-06
This book represents a first considered attempt to study the factors that conditioned industrial chemistry
for war in 1914-18. Taking a comparative perspective, it reflects on the experience of France, Germany,
Austria, Russia, Britain, Italy and Russia, and points to significant similarities and differences. It looks at
changing patterns in the organisation of industry, and at the emerging symbiosis between science, industry
and the military.
Taste Buds and Molecules - Francois Chartier 2011-10-25
What's the secret relationship between the strawberry and the pineapple? Between mint and Sauvignon
Blanc? Thyme and lamb? Rosemary and Riesling? In Taste Buds and Molecules, sommelier François
Chartier, who has dedicated over twenty years of passionate research to the molecular relationships
between wines and foods, reveals the fascinating answers to these questions and more. With an infectious
enthusiasm, Chartier presents a revolutionary way of looking at food and wine, showing how to create

Food Tourism Around The World - C. Michael Hall 2004-02-18
Food and wine are vital components of the tourism experience, and are increasingly being seen as prime
travel motivators in their own right. Food Tourism Around The World: Development, Management and
Markets offers a unique insight into this phenomenon, looking at the interrelationship between food, the
tourism product and the tourist experience. Using international case studies and examples from Europe,
North America, Australasia and Singapore, Food Tourism Around The World: Development, Management
and Markets discusses the development, range and repurcussions of the food tourism phenomenon. The
multi-national contributor team analyses such issues as: * the food tourism product * food tourism and
consumer behaviour * cookery schools - educational vacations * food as an attraction in destination
marketing Ideal for both students and practioners, the book represents the most comprehensive and wideranging treatment yet of this recent development in tourism.
The wines of Bulgaria, Romania and Moldova - Caroline Gilby 2018-07-09
This first book devoted to Eastern Europe’s most important wine-producing countries provides detailed
information on the region’s wine production history, climate and geography, and analyses the parts played
by culture and politics in the development of these wine industries. Wine styles, important grape varieties
and key wineries are detailed.
Chateau Musar - KEEVIL 2021-09
- Chateau Musar is a cult wine and has many fans around the world - A truly great wine adventure story Explores how this wine has been made by the same family since 1930 - Beautifully photographed by Lucy
Pope, capturing the splendor of the Beka'a Valley Winemaking is never easy - but in the case of Chateau
Musar, the most famous wine to come out of Lebanon, there have been times when it has been almost
impossibly difficult. Serge Hochar would say 'in Lebanon, difficulties are our habit. We are addicted to
difficulties!' and he famously continued to make his wines regardless of the bombing and shelling attacks
going on around him. This is his story, and the story of Gaston, Marc, Ralph and Tarek, the new generation
that follows him, carrying on the tradition of making wines of charisma and character with minimal
interference. It is a tale of our times; winemaking at its most instinctive and natural, inspired by Mother
Nature, and resonating powerfully with the spirit of survival that has sustained the Hochars' troubled
homeland, Lebanon. With contributions from Kevin Gould, Elizabeth Gilbert, Catherine Miles, Edward Ragg
MW, Fongyee Walker MW, Jancis Robinson MW, Michael Broadbent, Steven Spurrier, Andrew Jefford,
Bartholomew Broadbent and Susan Keevil, Chateau Musar, The Story of a Wine Icon is the perfect read for
those who want to learn more about this incredible wine and delve into the multi-milennia-tradition of
Lebanese wine.
The Sober Revolution - Joseph Bohling 2018-12-15
Burgundy, Bordeaux, Champagne. The names of these and other French regions bring to mind timehonored winemaking practices. Yet the link between wine and place, in French known as terroir, was not a
given. In The Sober Revolution, Joseph Bohling inverts our understanding of French wine history by
revealing a modern connection between wine and place, one with profound ties to such diverse and
sometimes unlikely issues as alcoholism, drunk driving, regional tourism, Algeria’s independence from
French rule, and integration into the European Economic Community. In the 1930s, cheap, mass-produced
wines from the Languedoc region of southern France and French Algeria dominated French markets.
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perfect harmony between the two by pairing complementary (and often surprising) ingredients. The pages
of this richly illustrated practical guide are brimming with photos, sketches, recipes from great chefs, and
tips for creating everything from simple daily meals to tantalizing holiday feasts. Wine amateurs and
connoisseurs, budding cooks and professional chefs, and anyone who simply loves the pleasures of eating
and drinking will be captivated and charmed by this journey into the hidden world of flavours.
Wine and Identity - Matt Harvey 2014-01-10
In an increasingly competitive global market, winemakers are seeking to increase their sales and wine
regions to attract tourists. To achieve these aims, there is a trend towards linking wine marketing with
identity. Such an approach seeks to distinguish wine products – whether wine or wine tourism – from their
competitors, by focusing on cultural and geographical attributes that contribute to the image and
experience. In essence, marketing wine and wine regions has become increasingly about telling stories –
engaging and provocative stories which engage consumers and tourists and translate into sales. This timely
book examines this phenomena and how it is leading to changes in the wine and tourism industries for the
first time. It takes a global approach, drawing on research studies from around the world including old and
new world wine regions. The volume is divided into three parts. The first – branding – investigates cases
where established regions have sought to strengthen their brands or newer regions are striving to create
effective emerging brands. The second – heritage – considers cases where there are strong linkages
between cultural heritage and wine marketing. The third section – terroir – explores how a ‘sense of place’
is inherent in winescapes and regional identities and is increasingly being used as a distinctive selling
proposition. This significant volume showcasing the connections between place, identity, variety and wine
will be valuable reading for students, researchers and academics interested in tourism, marketing and wine
studies.
Wine Isn't Rocket Science - Ophelie Neiman 2017-04-25
Rocket science is complicated, wine doesn't have to be! With information presented in an easy, illustrated
style, and chock-full of the fool-proof and reliable knowledge of a seasoned oenophile, Wine Isn't Rocket
Science is the guide you always wished existed. From how grapes are grown, harvested and turned into
wine, to judging the color, aroma, and taste of the world's most popular varietals, to understanding terroir
and feeling confident ordering and serving wine at any occasion, this book explains it all in the simplest
possible way. Every page, every piece of information, and every detail is illustrated in charming and
informative four-color drawings that explain concepts at a glance. Includes detailed information on the
following varietals (wine made from a particular grape) in the order in which they're presented in the book:
WhiteChardonnaySauvignon BlancCheninGewürztraminerViognierSemillonRieslingMarsanne BlendRolleVermentinoMuscatPinot Grigio/GrisPinot BlancMuscadetSoaveAlbarinoTorrontesGruner
VeltlinerAssyrtikoChampagneCavaProsecco RedPinot NoirCabernet-SauvignonMerlotCabernetFrancMalbecPetit VerdotBordeaux BlendSyrahGrenacheMourvedreCarignanRhone/GSM
BlendGamayNebbioloSangioveseBarberaValpolicella BlendAglianicoMontepulcianoNero
D'AvolaNegroamaroZinfandelPetit SirahCarmenereTempranilloMenciaTouriga
NacionalPinotageBlaufrankischLambruscoRose DessertPortSherry MarsalaMadeiraVin
SantoSauternesTokaji Ice Wine
Ten Cocktails - Alice Lascelles 2015-04-23
InTen Cocktails, The Times drinks columnist Alice Lascelles uses ten of her favourite cocktails to distil the
stories, recipes and tips she has amassed in more than a decade in pursuit of the mixed drink. Join her as
she dodges the washing lines of backstreet Havana in search of the perfect Daiquiri, scours the cocktail
bars of Tokyo for the world's best ice carvers, harvests juniper in the hills of Umbria, goes sipping Sazeracs
in New Orleans and unearths the mixological secrets of The Savoy. What makes a G&T glow in the dark?
Who threw the world's first cocktail party? Why does a Bloody Mary taste best at 35,000 feet? And what's
the key to opening champagne with a sword? By the time you finish Ten Cocktails you will have the answers
to these questions and many more, as well as an armoury of cocktail recipes for every occasion, from
convivial party-starters and lip-smacking sours, to slow-stirred whiskey drinks and late-night guilty
pleasures. Whether you've just forked out for your first shaker, or you've got your Martini mixing down to a
tee, this book will make you see cocktails in a new light. More importantly, it will leave you gasping for a
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drink.
I am Mena - Diannah Brown
The World Atlas of Wine - Hugh Johnson 1985
The San Francisco Chronicle has called The World Atlas of Wine "a glorious book", and now, in its fourth
edition, this treasured classic expands its coverage and enhances its beauty, with stunning updated fullcolor artwork throughout. 1,400 illustrations, 84 photos, 185 maps, 24 charts.
Appellation Napa Valley - Richard Mendelson 2016-06-14
Thanks to a far-sighted band of creative pioneers, and thanks to a very special community intelligence and
spirit, the Napa Valley has transformed itself from a sleepy, inward-looking farm and ranching enclave into
one of the most prestigious and exciting wine-growing regions in the world. InAppellation Napa Valley, the
renowned wine lawyer and industry authority Richard Mendelson takes us inside the legal and commercial
struggles that did so much to make the Napa Valley into what it is today. Along the way, he brings us
incisive portraits of the men and women who joined hands in common cause and common spirit, igniting a
revolution in American wine and food in the process. Enlivened by exquisite maps and drawings from
vineyards and cellars, plus a foreword by the celebrated French Laundry chef Thomas Keller,Appellation
Napa Valley is a unique keepsake book to be savored and cherished for many years to come.
Néo - 2006
The Noble Rot Book: Wine from Another Galaxy - Dan Keeling 2020-10-29
Winner of the Guild of Food Writers Drinks Book Award 2021 Shortlisted for the André Simon Food and
Drink Book Awards 2020 "Noble Rot manages to unravel the mysteries of wine with insight and humour. A
wonderful - and essential - read for anyone interested in the world of wine, or even for those, like me, who
just drink it." — Nigella Lawson "The Noble Rot guys have the ability to describe wines as if theyre either
future friends, or rock-stars coming to blow your mind." — Caitlin Moran "Noble Rot has brought
originality, humour and now space travel to the very serious business of drinking wine. About time too." —
Brian Eno "Dan and Mark do that thing that only crazy knowledgeable enthusiasts can do, they make you a
crazy enthusiast too. If they said, 'We've found a wine like no other, a wine that actually lights up the sky,
but you can only drink it in the desert at midnight, are you coming? Id be off, and I'd be confident of meteor
showers. They provoke curiosity - 'how does anyone make this extraordinary drink just with grapes?' excitement, joy, and a longing for knowledge. Now, in this book, they're sharing the knowledge." — Diana
Henry "To really know and love a wine one should know the grower and the vineyard. This isn't always or
even often possible, which is why the Rotters introduce these wines at source. You learn that making wine,
as cooking should be, is an act of love. You will come to love this book too." — Rowley Leigh Choosing wine
in a restaurant or shop can seem an unfathomable business. But, according to Dan Keeling and Mark
Andrew, the duo behind London's Noble Rot, it needn't be that way. In Wine from Another Galaxy they'll
help you to understand how it is made, where to buy it, what to look for when you drink it, and how to talk
about it. And once you've mastered the basics, they'll take you on a journey through the best of European
wine culture, meeting the people and places behind their favourite bottles. Indeed, Dan and Mark have
spent years visiting growers that you probably haven't heard of, from the original thinkers of the natural
wine movement to the iconic estates of Burgundy and Bordeaux. This is the alternative, accessible, noholds-barred guide to wine, where the usual clichés and rules don't apply.
Advances in Grape and Wine Biotechnology - Antonio Morata 2019-09-04
Advances in Grape and Wine Biotechnology is a collection of fifteen chapters that addresses different issues
related to the technological and biotechnological management of vineyards and winemaking. It focuses on
recent advances in the field of viticulture with interesting topics such as the development of a microvine
model for research purposes, the mechanisms of cultivar adaptation and evolution in a climate change
scenario, and the consequences of vine water deficit on yield components. Other topics include the
metabolic profiling of different Saccharomyces and non-Saccharomyces yeast species and their contribution
in modulating the sensory quality of wines produced in warm regions, the use of new natural and
sustainable fining agents, and available physical methods to reduce alcohol content. This volume will be of
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great interest to researchers and vine or wine professionals.
Impossible Collection of Wine - 2016-10-11
In this stunning new addition to the Assouline Ultimate Collection, Enrico Bernardo, the world's best
sommelier, imagines the perfect cellar filled with the most exceptional wines of the twentieth century: The
Impossible Collection of Wine. Weighing the virtues of rarity, terroir, taste, and historical mystique,
Bernardo's is a list any connoisseur could only dream of. In these pages, Bernardo celebrates exquisite
vintages from around the globe--from the 1928 Krug Collection Champagne to the 1951 Penfolds Grange
Bin 95 to the 1973 Stag's Leap Estate SLV--inviting the reader on journey through history to savor an
impossible collection.
Histoire de Bordeaux - Charles Higounet 1962

agribusiness development initiatives. It stresses principles of market focus, collaboration, information
sharing, and innovation. The 'Guide' begins by examining core concepts and issues related to value chains.
A brief literature review then focuses on five topics of particular relevance to African agricultural value
chains. These topics address challenges faced by value chain participants and practitioners that resonate
through the many cases described in the book. The core of the book presents methodological tools and
approaches that blend important value chain concepts with the topics and with sound business principles.
The tools and case studies have been selected for their usefulness in supporting market-driven, privatesector initiatives to improve value chains. The 'Guide' offers 13 implementation approaches, presented
within the implementation cycle of a value chain program, followed by descriptions of actual cases. Roughly
60 percent of the examples are from Africa, while the rest come from Europe, Latin America, and Asia. The
'Guide' offers useful guidance to businesspeople, policy makers, representatives of farmer or trade
organizations, and others who are engaged in agro-enterprise and agribusiness development. These
readers will learn how to use value chain approaches in ways that can contribute to sound operational
decisions, improved market linkage, and better results for enterprise and industry development.
Social Sustainability in the Global Wine Industry - Sharon L. Forbes 2019-11-22
This book examines the social dimension of sustainability in the wine industry. Social sustainability focuses
on people and communities. Contributors explore topics such as philanthropy, poverty, natural disasters,
communication, and wine tourism from a global perspective using research and case studies in developed
and developing countries. This edited book provides researchers, academics, practitioners and students
with varied perspectives of social sustainability in the global wine industry.
Vigneronne - Laure Gasparotto 2021-04-07
« Je reviens d’un rêve, comme on tombe de son lit, le visage marqué par le pli des événements.... » Ce rêve
de toujours, pour Laure Gasparotto, c’est la vigne. Ne plus seulement goûter et analyser les crus,
légendaires, oubliés, novateurs, ni même les raconter dans ses livres mais tenter l’aventure, à son tour, les
mains dans la terre : devenir vigneronne. Mère de deux enfants et récemment séparée de leur père, la
narratrice décide de tout changer. Epaulée par quelques amis, elle quitte Paris et achète un terrain dans
les terrasses du Larzac. Ainsi naît son domaine, Les Gentillières. Au cœur de ces vallées pierreuses et
secrètes, où la terre et le ciel luttent et échangent, l’enthousiasme l’emporte. La nature se donne, les jeunes
enfants courent et arrachent le raisin rougissant, c’est déjà l’excitation des premières vendanges... Le
monde de la vigne, pétri de légendes et de savoir-faire ancestral, est aussi un commerce, où il faut « faire
son vin », le nommer, dessiner l’étiquette, le laisser prendre, le faire découvrir. Une aventure totale, entre
chais, tracteurs, sécateurs et grêles.... Car le métier est rude, obsédant et dangereux. La vigneronne est
seule dans ses champs, isolée face aux raideurs de l’administration et dans un univers masculin. La vigne
réclame, la vigne vampirise. Ce n’est pas un métier mais une vie... Dans ce récit de métamorphoses, Laure
Gasparotto se raconte au fil des jours. Elle a changé de vie, et chaque instant fut le laboratoire de
recherche et développement personnel, coûteux, passionné. Et si finalement, ce n’est pas notre vie, mais
nous-mêmes que nous devions réinventer ?
Vignerons essentiels - Jérémy [VNV] Cukierman 2019-11-14

El Vino Y la Viña - P. T. H. Unwin 1991
Provides an introduction to the historical geography of viticulture and the wine trade from prehistory to the
present, considering wine as a symbol, rich in meaning and a commercial product of great economic
importance to specific regions.
Annales de la Chambre des députés ... - France. Assemblée nationale (1871-1942). Chambre des députés
1915
The Wine Wars - O. Torrès 2006-07-03
This work describes California-based wine producer Robert Mondavi's failure to set up business in a small,
world-renowned wine-producing village in southern France. The 'Mondavi affair' illustrates the importance
of culture, history, geography and economic and political systems in conditioning our spirit of enterprise
and the way we do business.
Food Culture in France - Julia Abramson 2007
This provides an accessible tour of haute cuisine but also mainly the everyday food culture that sustains the
populace.
Becoming Important to You - Wanda Lott Collins 1994-07
Fulfilling one's purpose as a Christian.
Quel vin pour demain ? - Jeremy Cukierman 2021-09-08
Un livre à la fois pédagogique, didactique et narratif, qui explique, illustre et analyse les changements
climatiques constatés et les perspectives à moyen et long terme et les solutions pour la vigne. Un ouvrage
qui met également en lumière les acteurs de la transition écologique dans la filière, tous ceux qui agissent,
à tous les niveaux de la chaîne de production et de distribution, pour faire évoluer les comportements, les
techniques et contribuent activement aux stratégies d’adaptation Co-écrit par trois experts, c’est un
ouvrage complet, de référence, sur le changement climatique et son impact pour la filière viti-vinicole
mondiale.
Luxury wine marketing - Peter Yeung 2019-09-23
A textbook and practitioner’s guide, written by a leading Professor of Wine Business and a seasoned luxury
wine marketing practitioner. It describes the history and best practices of marketing luxury wine, and
includes case studies of wineries from around the world, as well as new, primary research into the market
size of luxury wine.
Building Competitiveness in Africa's Agriculture - C. Martin Webber 2009-12-16
Value chain based approaches offer tremendous scope for market-based improvements in production,
productivity, rural economy diversification, and household incomes, but are often covered by literature that
is too conceptual or heavily focused on analysis. This has created a gap in the information available to
planners, practitioners, and value chain participants. Furthermore, few references are available on how
these approaches can be applied specifically to developing agriculture in Africa. 'Building Competitiveness
in Africa s Agriculture: A Guide to Value Chain Concepts and Applications' describes practical
implementation approaches and illustrates them with scores of real African agribusiness case studies.
Using these examples, the 'Guide' presents a range of concepts, analytical tools, and methodologies
centered on the value chain that can be used to design, implement, and evaluate agricultural and
vignerons-essentiels-entre-tradition-et-innovatio

A History and Description of Modern Wines - Cyrus Redding 1851
The Institutiones - 1814
The World's Greatest Wines - Michel Bettane 2006-11-01
Covering an array of fine wines, red and white, sparkling and still, dry and sweet - from all over the globe,
this work aims to present a calendar's worth of wines that every wine lover would want to experience. It
represents major kinds of wine and wine growing regions.
Wine For Dummies - Ed McCarthy 2015-11-02
Discusses wine vintages and provides advice on how to sample various types of wines, how to select the
right wine, how to judge a wine by its label, how to serve and store it, and how to distinguish good wine
from bad.
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reveal the wines that lead the way to Bordeaux's future. * Joe Fattorini serves up everything you need to
know on running the iconic Me ́doc Marathon. * Hugh Johnson pays tribute to Bordeaux master Michael
Broadbent.
Gnostica, Judaica, Catholica. Collected Essays of Gilles Quispel - Gilles Quispel 2008-12-31
This volume brings together a rich and varied collection of essays by Gilles Quispel (1916-2006), Professor
of the History of the Early Church at Utrecht University from 1951 until his retirement in 1983. During his
illustrious career, Professor Quispel was also visiting Professor at Harvard University in 1964/65, and
visiting Professor at the Catholic University of Leuven from 1969 until 1974. The fifty essays collected in
this volume testify to most of the prominent themes from Professor Quispel’s scholarly career: the writings
of the Nag Hammadi library in general and the Gospel of Thomas in particular; Tatian’s Diatessaron and its
influences; the Hermetica; Mani and Manichaeism; the Jewish origins of Gnosticism; and Gnosis and the
future of Christianity. This volume also makes a number of his less known earlier publications (mainly
presented under the heading ‘Catholica’) available to the international community. Until shortly before he
died, Professor Quispel remained active in his study of the Gospel of Thomas. He had been one of the first
to acquire the Coptic text of the Gospel of Thomas, of which he published the first translation in 1959 and
his final translation in 2005. He was also active in researching the Diatessaron, and Valentinus ‘the
Gnostic’. One of his most recent essays – published for the first time in this volume – is on ‘the Muslim
Jesus.’
Bordeaux and Its Wines - Charles Cocks 1899
The European Landscape Convention - Michael Jones 2011-02-09
This important and insightful book provides, for the first time, a broad presentation of ongoing research
into public participation in landscape conservation, management and planning, following the 2000
European Landscape Convention which came into force in 2004. The book examines both the theory of
participation and what lessons can be learnt from specific European examples. It explores in what manner
and to what extent the provisions for participation in the European Landscape Convention have been
followed up and implemented. It also presents and compares different experiences of participation in
selected countries from northern, southern, eastern and western Europe, and provides a critical
examination of public participation in practice. However, while the book’s focus is necessarily on Europe,
many of the conclusions drawn are of global relevance. The book provides a valuable reference for
researchers and advanced students in landscape policies and management, as well as for professionals and
others interested in land-use planning and environmental management.

Wines of the Rhone Valley - Robert M. Parker 2010-03-30
Are there wines to rival the greatest first-growths of Bordeaux and the grand crus of Burgundy? Robert
Parker’s answer is a resounding Yes—they are to be found among the finest wines of the Rhone Valley. With
this new edition of Wines of the Rhone Valley, Robert Parker, the world’s most influential wine critic,
provides the key to enjoying the winemaking world’s best-kept secret. The area contains the oldest
vineyards in France—indeed the heyday of some of the Rhone Valley wines was 2,000 years ago, around the
time of the Roman conquest of France. In recent centuries, these wines have been misunderstood and
ignored—and consequently undervalued. All of which means that some of the great wines of the world are
available for a fraction of the cost of those from better-known regions. Wines of the Rhone Valley is the
ultimate resource for every wine lover, highlighting both the greatest wines of the Rhone Valley and the
region’s finest wine values. With his trademark thoroughness, Parker has fully revised and expanded this
edition to reflect changes in the region, new personalities, and the latest vintages. In this edition, Parker
returns to the region closest to his heart, exploring the sun-drenched Rhone Valley in unprecedented
candor and detail.
The Wines of My Life - Eric Beaumard 2017-02-14
On Bordeaux - KEEVIL 2021-09
- Bordeaux is the world's most famous and arguably favorite wine region. This book tells its story - Articles
and extracts from some of the most loved wine writers of yesterday and today - An essential wine book for
every wine lover and wine student - Beautifully designed and illustrated to bring the region to life on the
page When things turn out right for Bordeaux, as they frequently do, its wines are sublime. They inspire
many thousands of tributes, from Samuel Pepys' succinct reviews to the most rhapsodic of Michael
Broadbent's tasting notes - in short, over 300 years of wine writing. On Bordeaux is a collection of the best
bits, from our best-loved wine writers, critics and commentators, set around 10 of the themes that make
Bordeaux tick. As Jane Anson writes in her introduction: "multi-layered, clear-eyed, moving and often
extremely funny [this] collection of stories... celebrates, illuminates and renews our understanding of
Bordeaux." * Hugh Johnson, Fiona Beckett and Baron Elie de Rothschild discuss dining out on Bordeaux:
how best to serve it, with what and who with. * Mathieu Chadronnier, Christian Seely and Joe Fattorini
shed light on the way we see claret today. * Ian Maxwell Campbell extols the virtues of 1871 and 1875, the
last great vintages before the phylloxera plague. * Fiona Morrison MW explores Bordeaux's great bounceback and how the vintage of 1982 changed everything. * John Salvi, Bill Blatch and Peter Vinding-Diers
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